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Hello there 

 

You've considered embarking on an exciting journey to 

strengthen your professional status and career trajectory. The 

choice to obtain professional certification and/or further 

credentials in the subject matter area that you choose to 

specialise in, puts a powerful tool, right  in your hands.  

 

It will bring you competitive edge, career progression and 

market opportunity.  

 

This brochure will provide further information about the 

course of your choice. There is a wide selection of other 

courses on our website, a selection that is constantly added 

and improved upon. Feel free to email or call us if you need 

help with anything. 

 

We welcome the chance to be part of your journey. 

 

Sincerely    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rowena Morais 

Programme Director 

rmorais@verticaldistinct.com 

Welcome Note 
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Course Information 
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Course Overview 
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Two day course.  This course provides you with an 

understanding of the fundamentals of Data Quality 

Management and the steps required to implement a Data 

Quality Management process. It has a heavy practitioner 

focus and assists those charged with investigating or 

improving Data and/or Information Quality.  

Curriculum  
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Background (All organisations rely on information created 
from data stored in computer systems, to run operations 
and to make decisions. If this data is incomplete, invalid, 
inconsistent, non -standard, misinterpreted and/or not 
compliant with business rules, then you have a Data Quality 
problem. When unreliable data is used by business 
applications, you then have an Information Quality problem. 
Unless properly addressed, hidden Data and Information 
Quality issues will lead to untrustworth information and are 
major contributors to inefficient delivery, unnecessary risks 
and non-productive costs). 
 
Overview (What is Data Quality and how can it be 
measured?; Difference between Data Quality Management 
and Information Quality Management; Data Quality 
Management Methodology and Techniques; The Need for 
Corrective Improvement (to improve the quality of existing 
data); The Need for Preventative Improvement (to remove 
the root cause of the problem); Implementing a Consistent, 
Repeatable and Reliable Process). 
 
Module 01 Data Quality Management in Context - 
Introduction (Gain a common understanding of the terms 
relating to Data and Information Quality such as what is 
data, what is information, what is Data Quality, what is 
Information Quality?; Understanding the risks of poor Data 
Quality and the benefits of good Data Quality; How do we 
know when we have Quality Data?; Lay the foundations for 
the rest of this course).  
 
Module 02 Where Do We Start? (Assessment) (Understand 
how to approach Data Quality initiatives by enabling you to 
get started using a tried and tested approach which includes 
i) scoping your DQ initiative; ii) analysing and interpreting 
the data in scope to identify DQ issues and potential issues; 
iii) interpreting and documenting the analysis results; and 
iv) presenting your results). 
 

2015 Courses 
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

HUMAN RESOURCE  

 Certificate of Cloud Security Knowledge 

 Cloud Technology Associate  

 TOGAF® 9 

 Professional Scrum Master 

 Professional Scrum Developer 

 Professional Scrum Product Owner 

 Certified Lean Kanban Foundation 

 Certified in the Governance of Enterprise IT 

 COBIT 5 Foundation  

 Certified in Risk and Information Systems 

Control 

 Certified Professional in Health IT 

 ISTQB® Advanced Test Manager 

 ISTQB®Advanced Test Analyst 

 ISTQB® Advanced Technical Test Analyst 

 iSQI® Certified Agile Tester 

 ITIL® Lifecycle- Service Strategy 

 ITIL® Lifecycle- Service Operation 

 ITIL® Lifecycle - Service Transition 

 ITIL® Lifecycle - Service Design 

 ISTQB® Foundation 

 Certified Wireless Network Administrator 

 Certified Wireless Analysis Professional 

 Certified Wireless Design Professional 

 Certified Wireless Security Professional 

 Transitioning to Agile 

 Ethical Hacker and Penetration Tester 

 more 

 Change Management Foundation 

 Certified Mentor Practitioner (Level 1) 

 The Language of Effective Presentations 
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Module 03 What Do They 
Want? (Requirements)  
(Understand how to use what 
you have in terms of the 
assessment and determine 
where the organisation wants 
to be in terms of the data, by 
understanding and defining i) 
what action must be taken to 
address problems identified; 
ii) the risks of poor data 
quality; 
iii) the benefits of good data 
quality; iv) the measure of 
data quality required and 
why (in terms of targets and 
metrics); and v) the rules to 
which the data should 
comply). 
 
Module 04 How Do We 
Measure Up? 
(Measurement) (How we 
approach determining the 
state of the data in terms of 
the defined business rules, 
the data quality 
characteristics and measuring 
the data). 
 
 

 

Module 05  How Do We  Fix 
It? (Correction) (Understand 
how to approach cleansing 
the data, including i) What 
process do we follow to 
correct the data?; ii) Who is 
involved and how, in the data 
correction process?; iii)  
What are the various 
methods for correcting data 
such as parsing, 
standardisation or 
enrichment; iv) What are the 
risks of ‘just’ cleansing the 
data?). 
 
Module 06 What's the Real 
Problem ? (Prevention) 
(Understand why Data 
Quality problems re-occur 
and how to prevent them re-
occurring by i) Understanding 
what Root Cause Analysis 
(RCA) is; ii) Understanding 
how to determine the causes 
and root causes; and iii) 
Identifying what to put in 
place to address the root 
causes). 
 
 

Module 07 Will It Happen 
Again? (Prevention) 
(Understand that this is 
merely the tip of the iceberg. 
What else do you have to put 
in place? These include 
Establishing Data Quality 
Awareness; Data 
Governance; Data 
Development; Document and 
Content Management; and 
Reference and Master Data 
Management). 

 

Locations 
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Geographies covered : 

Middle East | Asia Pacific | 

Africa 

Complete and updated list of 

all cities and dates are 

available on  

www.verticaldistinct.com 
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Di Joseph 

Di Joseph is an Information 

Quality Specialist who has a 

passion for imparting her 

many years of experience.   

 

Over the past 15 years, Di has 

spoken at conferences 

throughout Europe and the 

United States and has always 

been well received. She has 

shared the same platform 

with international speakers 

such as John Zachman, Larry 

English and Ronald Ross.  

 

Faculty  

Di conducts training courses 

regularly in South Africa to 

well known corporate clients 

and always receives great 

feedback from participants.  

 

You will learn from Di’s 

passion and enthusiasm and 

will be encouraged to 

question and debate the 

issues of interest to you. 
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engineer at Concentra. 

As a consultant, he was a project 
lead on over a dozen projects 
spanning the manufacturing, 
healthcare, oil & gas, internet, 
banking & finance, and 
education verticals. His 
experience included projects at 
Fortune 500 and Global 1000 
companies such as GE Medical 
Systems, BP Amoco, and William 
Blair. In addition to consulting, 
he has worked part-time as a 
corporate trainer and obtained 
certifications in Java (SCJP, SCJD) 
and Microsoft technologies  
(MCP+SiteBuilding). He has 
certifications in CIO, 
eCommerce, Data Warehousing 
and Business Intelligence. 
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Additional Information 

Prerequisites 

None applicable. 

 

Target 

audience 

1. Data Management 

practitioners (Anyone in Data 

or Information Quality 

Management) 

2. Anyone involved in the 

success of projects which are 

dependent on reliable data 

(such as Risk Management, 

Business Intelligence, Data 

Warehousing, Data 

Governance, Performance 

Management, Data Mining, 

Master Data Management, 

Customer or Product Data 

Management, 

System/Application 

Migration). 

3. Data Stewards (with 

responsibility for Data 

Quality). 

 

Important Note 

Terms and conditions apply. 

Please visit Vertical Distinct 

for the full terms. 

 

 

Learning 

Aims  

 

1. Help you understand the 
issues affecting Data Quality 
and recognise and quantify 
the symptoms;  
 
2. Develop an Action Plan to 
address those isues in a 
controlled and repeatable 
process;   
 

 

3. Demonstrate how Data 
Quality Management 
improves  usiness/Operational 
' bottom-line'). 

http://verticaldistinct.com/company-information/terms-and-conditions/
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This course is going to help me in my day to day running of 

DQ as well as becoming more productive in my approach. The 

DQ project approach is very useful.  
Sue Herbert, Standard Bank  

 

The course opened up a whole new Data Quality world! 

Implementing Data Quality in any business is a huge 

challenge, but after this course I have all the tools to take on 

the challenge. 
San Marie Meyer, Senior BI Analyst, Capfin 

 

Course well structured, info very useful, applicable and 

relevant. 
Annelien Veer, Lead Business Analyst, Old Mutual 

 

The exercises were very useful and the discussions very 

helpful. 
Nomthandazo Mence, Junior Developer/Data Analyst, InfoBluePrint 

 

Great stuff - delivery, workshops, and content. Good Job! 

Thanks. 
Romek Van Litsenborgh, MWeb 



 

Visit our website 

 

Check out Vertical Distinct' Profile  

 

Preview Accelerate Magazine, a publication of Vertical Distinct.  

 

VERTICAL DISTINCT SDN BHD 
Suite 1208 Level 12 Amcorp Tower, Amcorp Trade Centre 

No. 18 Persiaran Barat, 46050 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia. 

       +603 7948 5241       +603 7955 6363      hello@verticaldistinct.com 

www.verticaldistinct.com 

http://www.verticaldistinct.com/
http://pub.lucidpress.com/VerticalDistinct/
https://www.joomag.com/en/newsstand/accelerate-february-2015/0991538001424457780
http://www.verticaldistinct.com
mailto:hello@verticaldistinct.com

